GO WILD!
STAY CULTURED.

INTERNATIONAL NATURE AND CULTURE PHOTO CONTEST
WITHIN THE EUROPEAN YEAR OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

NATURE AND CULTURE CAN BOTH BE ON THEIR OWN A FERTILE SOURCE OF INSPIRATION.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THEY ARE INTERLINKED?

TAKE PART IN OUR PHOTO CONTEST!
SHARE YOUR INTERPRETATION OF CULTURE AND NATURA 2000 PROTECTED AREAS AND RAISE YOUR VOICE ON
THE IMPORTANCE OF PRESERVING NATURAL HABITATS, ESPECIALLY FOR PROTECTED ANIMAL AND PLANT SPECIES.

PRIZES: JURY VOTE
1°: INTERRAIL GLOBAL PASSES - x2
Travel around Europe - 10 days within 1 month

2°: 2-NIGHTS STAY IN LUXURY ECOLODGE
Natural park, France - access to the spa - x2 people

2°: 3-NIGHTS STAY IN NATURAL CAMPSITE
Danube island, Slovakia - horse riding tour - x3 people

PRIZE: PUBLIC VOTE
3-NIGHTS STAY IN NATURAL CAMPSITE
Danube island, Slovakia - horse riding tour - x3 people

PRIZE: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
THE ELUXE MAGAZINE BOX - x1
Copy of the Book "Style and Trashion" - 3 issues of Eluxe Magazine - Saachs Organics haircare package

DEADLINE: 18th November 2018
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